SUBMARINE ISSUE NOT YET SETTLED

Food Situation Makes New German Opinion.

ANOTHER CRISIS PREDICTED

Renewal of "Sink on Sight" Method is Probable.

LANSING IS CRITICIZED

Berlin Blames Administration, if Accused by Homeric Moscow. Will Visit That Altis Moderate飞行

BY JOHN GALVIN APPOINTMENT.

Washington May 14.-The new administration has the situation looks to be more or less like that of the Berlin government.

Mr. Wilson has commented, that this was the most necessary and least embarrassing program to the administration.

Mr. Wilson has already indicated the administration will probably have to take into consideration the situation that now exists in the country.

Mr. Wilson is to leave for Germany in the immediate future.

Mr. Wilson is said to have commented that the administration will probably have to take into consideration the situation that now exists in the country.

The administration is expected to take into consideration the situation that now exists in the country.

The administration is expected to take into consideration the situation that now exists in the country.
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